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Enrollment rises two percent, reaches 8,970

Itv .111.1. HOWARD
Enrollment at James Madison University has
reached an all time high of 8.970 students, according
to Dr Fay Reubush. dean of admissions and records.
Tijjij is the 23rd straight year that enrollment here
•^TOR increased.
Reubush said 9.000 students enrolled at the
beginning of fall semester, but since then 30 students
have withdrawn from the university "for various
reasons."
The present enrollment of 8.970 is a two percent
' increase over last year's 8,817.
Enrollment here has gone up 11.6 percent during
the last four years.
THERE ARE NOW 1.787 freshmen. 2.037
sophomores. 2.202 juniors, and 1.835 seniors enrolled
at JMU. Reubush said.
In addition to the undergraduates, there are 776

This issue...
Classes were canceled and buildings were
closed at the College of William and Mary
because of asbestos there. See story, page 3.
Downtown Harrisonburg has been trying to
revitalize its economy for about seven years. See
City News, page 5.

Average student female
from Northern Virginia
graduate students and 333 non-degree-seeking special
and adult students, she said.
The average JMU student is a female, full-time
undergraduate student from. Northern Virginia who
graduated in the top third of her high school class
with a total SAT score of slightly over 1,000, Reubush
said. She based her statement on a composite of
enrollment statistics.
While overall enrollment has gone up, there were
decreases in the enrollment of transfer and graduate
students.
According to Reubush. 751 transfer students
enrolled here last year, while only 621 transfer
students enrolled here this year. This is a decrease of
130 persons.
Reubush attributed the decrease of transfer
students to an increase in available residence hall
space. The greater the residence hall space, the
greater the number of new freshmen, she said. She
noted that freshman are required to live on campus.
The more freshmen there are. the fewer number of
transfer students that can be accepted, she said.
"We don't accept transfers as residence hall
students," Reubush said.
According to Dr. William Jackameit, director of

institutional research and budget, the number of
enrolled graduate students fell from 888 last year to
776 this year
,,
~
Dr. William Hall, Jr., dean of the graduate school,
would not speculate why the number of graduate
■students decreased.
"I haven't had a chance to analyze that information
yet.'' Hall said
ACCORDING TO REUBUSH, most of the graduate
students are part-time students while the majority of
undergraduates are full-time.
About 55 percent of students here are female and 45
percent are male. Reubush said. She said this is
similar to past enrollment figures and consistent with
national statistics.
"Last year, nationally, for the first time, there
were more women than men enrolled in colleges and
universities." Reubush said.
She noted the average SAT scores of entering
freshmen are somewhat higher than the national
averages: JMU verbal is 493, national is 424; JMU
math is 539. national is 463.
"That doesn't mean everybody had that (average
score)." Reubush said, emphasizing that students
are judged on the basis of several factors.
"The key word is diversity." Reubush said. "We
want people with a lot of different talents, different
See ENROLLMENT, page 2
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Burst pipe floods Shorts,
causes brief evacuation
By JEFF GAMMAGE
Extensive flooding caused the
evacuation of Shorts Hall about 9:45
p.m. Tuesday when a valve assembly
pipe on a second floor bathroom
urinal exploded.
The valve "blew off "the wall,"
according to student Rob Gilley who
was in the bathroom at the time. The
water pressure was strong enough for
the stream to reach the far wall of the
lavatory about 12 feet away, Gilley
said. "The pressure would have
knocked a person down if he had been
standing in front of it." he noted. "It
scared the hell out of me."
Water covered second floor halls,
flowed into the elevator shaft and
down stairways, according to Head
Resident Craig Hennesy.
Neither campus security nor the
Harrisonburg Fire Department would
speculate as to why the valve
assembly gave way. But according to
a security officer at the scene, "The
water pressure just blew it off."
James Madison University physical
plant officials'were not available for
comment.
THE WATER CAUSED noidamage
to the dormitory, according to Alan
MacNutt. director of campus
security. Damage to residents' rooms
was avoided since occupants blocked
off suite entrances with boards and
towels soon after the break occurred.
Hennesy said.
A JMU physical plant electrician at
the scene said he could find no
damage to the electrical system.
Harrisonburg Fire Chief William
Austin said students were never in
danger of electrocution because the
water level did not reach electrical
outlets on the walls. The water
reached its maximum height of one
inch soon after the valve gave way,

according to Shorts Hall residents.
At least 750 gallons of water were
released. The quarter inch pipe
"spewed 50 gallons of water per
minute, according to Harrisonburg
Fire Chief William Austin. Campus
security officers turned off the hall's
main water valve 15 minutes after the
valve broke, according to Hennesy.
The urinal had been leaking "for the
past couple weeks." Gilley said. He
added the structure was leaking more
than usual shortly before the valve
exploded.
Hennesy said a work order
requesting that the leak be repaired
was sent to university officials two
days before the valve exploded.
ABOUT THREE-FOURTHS of the
dorms' residents were in the building
when the incident occurred, according to Resident Advisor Bill
Threlkeld. The hall houses about 240
residents.
Campus security responded after
hearing on a police scanner that
Harrisonburg fire trucks were
enroute to Shorts Hall, according to
MacNutt.
Hennesy called the fire department
about 9:45 after Gilley informed him
of the break. Campus security officer
Rod Clark arrived and pulled a fire
alarm at 9:53. Hennesy said. He
added that the building was totally
evacuated shortly after the alarm
sounded.
The Harrisonburg Fire Department
arrived at 9:55. according to Hennesy.
They swept water from the building
and pumped out the elevator shaft,
according to dormitory residents.
Four engine companies and two
truck
companies
from
the
Harrisonburg
Fire
Department
See SHORTS, page 2

Students were evacuated from Shorts
Hall for about 30 minutes Tuesday
night as fireman swept water from"

Wwto by V» »«•»•

the dorm and pumped water from its.
•'.'elevator shaft.
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* Shorts
No one was injured during
(Continued from page!)
the ^ inpident. accordir
responded to the call, according to Austin, win,
:_ ^MHHHrt. the scene.
this number is standard for
This is the second time in
most alarms.
nine months that water pipes
Students were allowed back
here have burst. Pipes in
into the building about 10:25.
Garber Hall's main lounge
Water service was restored
burst during 1980 Christmas
late Tuesday night.
break.
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This [HUUMI sketch of Wilson Hull was done hv Karen Kozoje! Chine. -JMU class ot

• Enrollment
(Continued from page 1)
interests, to contribute to the university community."
About one-third of students here come from Northern Virginia.
Reubush said. The remaining students come mostly from other
regions of the state, especially from the Richmond. Tidewater.
Roanoke and Shenandoah Valley areas.
"It just works out that way." Reubush said.
About 20 percent of the JMU population comes from out of state.
Reubush said, whic complies with a recommendation from the
Board of Visitors.
Reubush said overall enrollment is based on the suggestions of
the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia, which
evaluates the residential and academic capabilities of state
colleges and universities and then recommends approximately
how many students should be enrolled at each school.
Enrollment here has doubled in the past 10 years.

Have a
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KAREN
212 Coralhaven Ct., Timonium, Md. 21093
(301) 252-4532
Please send me
print(s) at $7.50 each plus $1.50 for shipping and
handling. Actual size of prints 17x18.
Make check or money order payable to "KAREN".
Quantity discounts
NAME
(PIMM

Print)

ADDRESS
CITY.

.STATE.

.ZIP.

news tip?
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A&P
Stroh's6-12 02.
1.99
Cole, Sprite & Tab 8-16 oz.
1.29
plus deposit
Banquet fried chicken 2 lb. box2.19
Oodles, of Noodles all kinds 4-1.00
Swiss Miss Cocoa 12 envelopes 1.59
Kraft Mayonnaise quart
1.29
Whole sirloin tips
NY strip steaks
W hole fresh picnics

1 79 jD
3.69 lb.f
.89 lb.

Frozen turkey breasts
1.29
Quaker made sandwich steaks
3.99
Gwaltney Great Dogs
.99
Gwaltney Old Towne
sausage .99
Mangoes
White grapefruit
Red grapes

1b.
1b.
lb.
lb.

.99
3- .85
^8 1D.

Red delicious apples
.33 lb.
Buy
the new Family Feud TV game
over 3 million in Prizes

Bruce Michael and Neil Fleckman Present

PHYLLIS
NEWMAiNin

'

The Madwoman
of Central Kirk West
Monday, Oct. 12
H p.m.
WilsonHall
presented by The Fine Arts Series
of the JMU School of Fine A rts and Communication
Tickets for JMU students, faculty, staff are free from the
University Program Board, W CC; General admission
tickets are $4 each, a va i lable from die UPB, Charles
Mathias, Inc. and Centerpoint Books.
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Asbestos closesWilliam and Mary buildings
* ■*

1

By TAMMY SCARTOISf
The College of William and
- Mary, has
closed
two
education buildings found to
contain asbestos, the same
material
discovered
in
fourteen James Madison
University buildings.
James Madison University
officials could not immediately say why James
Madison University buildings
remain open while the
structures at William and
Mary were closed.
"I don't know why William
and Mary's buildings were
closed," said George Marcum. physical plant supervisor.
He added that it seemed the
buildings were closed not
because of asbestos but
because of the work going on
to remove the carcinogen.
"We didn't feel we needed to
close our buildings because
we finished all the construction, or most of it, before
students returned to campus
this fall," Marcum said.
MARCUM SAID he would
need a lab report on asbestos
levels at William and Mary
before determining why the
buildings were closed.
According
to
William
Merck, vice president of
business affairs at James
Madison University, "We are

asbestos !»»<• -W^tt*'**
buildings was, I think. 1.2 and
I can't remember which one
that was," Marcum said.
"The highest it ever was, was
1.7 and that was when they
were removing it."
The college has been forced
to cancel three courses and
relocate all other classes that
were to have met in Morton
and Millington halls. Genetic,
radiation biology and plant
development labs were closed
because students were unable
to use the laboratories in the
two buildings, according to
Stewart Ware, chairman of
the Biology Department at
William and Mary.
Other professors are being
forced to move back starting
for thier labs, he said.
A
JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY
OFFICIAL
said, "I think their (William
and Mary) biggest problem is
the students." They have
blown the whole thing out of
proportion. He added that the
William and Mary administration should be more
open in dealing with the
problem. "Having a problem
and trying to hide it and then
having it leak out causes a lot
of problems and hostility," he
said. "I think it's much better
to .->ay, 'Yes, we have a
problem and this is what we'

JMU: 'don't look for any more
funds until alter the election...'
\
not awareof what the asbestos
level is at William and Mary."
Merck said he could not make
'comparisons without knowing
the exact asbestos level at the
college.
"The maximum level. of

are doing to correct it." The
source asked to remain
anonymous.
"No one has ever told me
not to talk to any press," he
said. "I have been warned to
be cautious, but never not to

r$10,000"
Unknown student
wins grand prize
By TERRI JONES
A James Madison University student has won one
of five nationwide $10,000 grand prizes awarded by
Seven-Eleven food stores, according to Irene Eastwood, manager of the Reservoir Street Seven-Eleven
in Harrisonburg.
The grand prize includes $7500 in scholarship, $1500
in prizes and a $1000 shopping spree, Eastwood said.
But the student did not leave his name and address
with the attendant at Seven-El ven when he received
the winning card, and thus remains anonymous,
Eastwood said.
Eastwood said her daughter was working when the
student came in three to four weeks ago. Her
daughter remembers he was with two other boys, but
cannot give a description of the group. She only
recalls that they said they attended JMU.
When the man found his number matches the
store's number for a win of $10,000, there was so
much excitement that he left without giving the attendant his name. Eastwood said. He said he would
be backs she added.
To collect awards, winners are instructed to send
their cards by registered mail to Seven-Eleven by
Dec. 31.1981, Eastwood noted. She said if the student
does not contact the Reservoir Street Seven-Eleven
he can still collect his money by returning the card by
the specified date.

ASBESTOS WAS REMOVED from Gibbons Dining Hall and four other James Madfcon UnlverX
buildings this summer. A total of nine structures still await asbestos removal.
talk."

According to Dr. Han King,
health scientist at the
National Institute for . Occupational Safety and Health,
the maximum allowable level
for breathing asbestos is "two
fibers per cc (cubic centimeter) of air.
"This is for the asbestos
fibers in the air, not in the
materials," he added. "A
person could develop lung
cancer breathing in air with
too much asbestos in it."
The
asbestos
was
discovered
in the two
buildings in early June. The
material was supposed to
have been removed by August
WORK WAS NOT completed and a new opening date
of October l was set.
Spinazzolo Spray Sysems,
Inc., the asbestos removal
contractor, was unable to
finish the project. The job
deadline is now October 19.
This is the third completion
date set by the college and
comes more than two months
after the original deadline.
Originally,
Spinazzolo
Spray Systems, Inc. was to be

fined $200 a day for each
building not completed by
August 15, according to a
source close to the William
and Mary student paper.
"Which means at $200 a day.
for two buildings, Spinazzolo

"I understand they hired a
lot of college students who had
to go back to school and quit
about the middle of August,"
said the source. "It was also
extremely hot in those
decontamination suits."

IMh

'. ..That's just the
way politics work'
would owe a fine of $18000 as of
October l," the source said.
"But it remains to be seen if
Spinazzolo is going to have to
pay the fine because of
unexpected delays and events.
New
and
unexplained
asbestos had been discovered
in Millington Hall after it had
been certified clear by both
the college and contractors.
The contamination was found
to be more widespread than
originally thought and the
fibers were smaller than usual
asbestos fibers.
There was also a high attrition rate of workers at
Spinazzolo.

He added, "The workers
weren't happy at all."
THE COLLEGE was given
a $650,000 allocation by the
General Assembly to correct
the problem, the source said.
The
Asbestos
Hazard
Committee, comprised of
William and Mary faculty
members, Spinazzolo Spray
Systems, Inc., and the college
administration have signed an
agreement not to discuss
reasons for the delay in
opening of the buildings.
William
Carter,
vice
president of business affairs,
See ASBESTOS, page 4

Students frustrated by delay
in response to repair requests
By JEFF BILYEU
Students living in Presidential Apartments
have been frustrated by the length of time it
takes JMU service personnel to respond to
maintenance requests.
Resident Carol Santman said two weeks had
elapsed since she had handed in a maintenance
request for a broken washing machine. The
machine is still "eating quarters," she said.'
Santman also said her kitchen sink has a
leak which causes the kitchen floor to be
covered with water when the sink is used.
Santman made three calls to Mark Warner,
area director for her apartment, and was told
the problems would be taken care of. Other
students have also been having trouble with
plumbing, according to Santmanr
One resident described service personnel's
response to maintenance requests as "slow"
and added "after they fixed our garbage

Cheryl Grey, chief administrator fir*
maintenance and repairs, said student's lack
of understanding of the work assignment
procedure may cause much of this frustration.
Except in cases of emergency, the maintenance requests are collected and a maintenance list is typed up from these cards every
Tuesday, Grey said, adding that workmen are
then assigned according to this list. If, for
example, a student puts in a maintenance
request on Wednesday, maintenance personnel
will not even be aware of the problem until the
following Tuesday when compilation of request,
cards is completed.
Grey also said students should not give up if
they feel overlooked. They should turn in
another request card or seelhe area director
personally, she said. Otherwise service personel assume that the maintenance has been
>* IWWWW *■«**«'
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* Asbestos —z
(Continued from page3)
nd James Connolly, directs,
of physical planning, at
William and Mary, could not
be reached for comment.
Masterclearers located in
Chesterfield.
is
James
Madison University's
asbestos removal contractor.
"I enjoyed working with
them." Marcum said. "We
had no problems at all."
Special
precautionary
measures were taken to make
sure the asbestos did not leak
out of the work area, he added. All workers wore special
suits which were discarded
after work.
They also wore special
breathing apparatuses. All
walls and floors were covered
with plastic and all entrances
were double sealed.
THE WORKERS, when
arriving at work, went into a
"clean" room to don the
special suits. Only then were
they allowed to enter the
asbestos contaminated area.
After work, the men
reversed the morning order,
before leaving the work area.
Air
measurements
and
readings were constantly
taken around and outside the
buildings to make sure no
asbestos was
escaping.
Marcum said.
William and Mary hired
Robert N. Sawyer, one of the
country's leading experts on
asbestos from Yale University
to help solve their problem.
"I don't know why they
hired him." Marcum said.
"Unless their problem is
worse than we have been led
to believe."

I

"We were .able to solve the
a
SPather easily between us. Mastercleaners.
Marshall Marcus, and the
State Department of Building
and Engineering." Marcum
said. "We worked very close
with the State
Health
Department throughout the
removal to make sure
everything
was
done
correctly."
Marcus is a state industrial
hygenist who oversees and
monitors
the
asbestos
OVER THE SUMMER.
asbestos ceiling materials had
been removed from five of the
fourteen James Madison
University buildings.
Work in the remaining
structures will be held up until
more funds are approved by
the state legislature.
"I don't look for any more
funds to become available
until after the election in
November," Marcum said.
"That's just the way politics
work."
Total cost of repairs may be
as high as $669,000. The state
has already paid for $293,000
for the removal of asbestos in
Gibbons Dining Hall. Garber
Hall. Godwin Hall. Duke Fine
Arts Center and Harrison
Hall.
Marcum said he couldn't
understand why William and
Mary was allocated $650,000 to
remedy the problem. "They
must have a bigger mess and
have to do more renovation
than we are aware of, "
Marcum said.
If funds become available,
"We will definitely be able to
resume work over Christmas
break." he noted.
r4i>b!#fiE
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Bud Bottles 2.29 Ruffle chips .99
Stroh's 12 pack 4.19
Wiedemann 1,59
Canada Dry 6 packs 1.69
Bic Pen 4 for for 1.00
Club 2-fer starts Monday Sign up
Free coffee midnight to 5 am
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons welcome
Port Republic Road open 24 hrs. 434-8805

NOW FOR JAMES MADISON
UNIUERSITY'S fAUORITE SOAP
OPERA. . .
"Generally
Hospitable"

ROSS's premium series is a lot of bike for your
money... and we just made a good thing better!

c

The whole series is reduced) Here's European style and Quality
at American prices... Light weight 10 speed - fully lugged framealloy cranks ■ and more - ideel frtness/recreetion/transportetion
bike, PRICE REDUCTIONS OF $30 to $45 each...
and you gat our 1 yaar F REE aarvic - Fraa aaaambly and
full warranty, Harriionburg'j bika haadquartars

9484

40 S. Liberty St.

=H3^

ffian & ^
Moman

#9^9118. He* St. 434-«676
4s*-«<

university
hairstylist
«Behind LuiKi'i)

433-9533

All perms $27
long hair extra
..•■■»

"QHLUKE.VOUKNOIDI
ONLY LOUEPABST BLUE
BIBB0N BEER
MORE
THAN
Distributers Mi. Crawford
VOU"
*34-2201
CJMSM
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Downtown plan at 'total standstill
By JENNIFER YOl'NCJ
Plans
for
downtown
revitalization "are at a total
standstill."
according
to
Harrisonburg City Planner
Boh Sullivan.
However, a few groups and
individuals have sparked a
continuing
interest
in
renewing downtown
Last May. the Retail
Merchants Association asked
the City Council to put up
$in.non for wages and benefits
which would allow the
association to hire someone to
promote downtown businesses
and to coordinate special
events.
A rally led by Bob Bersson.
an art teacher at James
Madison University, was held
at Court Square in April to
help develop an organization
dedicated to the historic
preservation and downtown
vitality of Harrisonburg.
"ft was Bob Bersson who
stressed
concern
about
downtown." Sullivan said.
"This awakened the mayor."
Currently, a small group
called Citizens for the
Downtown has renewed a^
former downtown advisory
committee that ended in 1977.
The group is comprised of
individuals and business
leaders whose objective is to
hire a promotions coordinator
to rejuvenate the city.
Citizens for the Downtown
have already met with the
Retail Merchants Association
to go over the details of hiring
a promotions director. The
plan is still under discussion.
The city has planned a
number of promotions to help
boost downtown growth and"
economy. Sullivan said. These
would include the annual arts
and crafts festival in Court
Square.
sidewalk
days

sponsored bv the Retail
Mcn-hants Association, the
Poult rv Parade, and the
Christmas Parade
The city also has constructed a house for the
elderly which contains 61
units, has changed the zoning
ordinances to permit downtown apartments, and has
asked owners of old buildings
to fix their second and third
floors so they could be rented
out
Last March, the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development refused a
SIB
million
downtown
renewal grant sought by the
city The money would have
been
spent
in
the
redevelopment area north of
Elizabeth Street.
The biggest challenge to the
economic strength of the
downtown area was the
opening of Valley Mall by a
private development corporation from Iowa in 1977.
The two main department
stores downtown had been
I-eggett and J.C. Penney, but
both left for the mall in March
1977. This caused many to be
fearful of the long-range effect
of the mall on downtown
businesses.
The old Leggett building
remains empty today.
The
city's
remaining
downtown department store is
Joseph Ney's. "In 1954, it
started off as the most
luxurious department store,
but now there is not enough
business to ripple the surface." Sullivan said.
Due to decrease in sales, the
downtown tax base was
lowered in 1980. as it was in
1976 and 1978. Sullivan noted.
Sullivan added the rent
downtown has decreased

Future plans are being made to boost downtown Harrisonburg's economy. The Citizens
for the Downtown Committee have suggested

Wwto by Jennifer Yo*n«>

Wring a promotions coordinator to rejuvenate1
the city. This plan is still being discussed
amongst the City Council.

somewhat, and the rent is
pays off parking deck
higher out in the mall. This, projects
bonds Parking meters are
may
help
downtown
there to create turn-over.
businesses
"I would love to see them
If a grocery store that sold
iparking meters) abolished/,.
fresh produce, perhaps a
Sullivan said, adding that
gourmet specialty store, were
"this could cause problems
opened in Court Square or on
because parking spaces would
Liberty Street, housewives
leave the buyers on the outwould shop there. Sullivan
skirts."
suggested.
As of March 1981. the owner
But parking is considered
of Wetsel Seed Co. planned to
by some to be a problem for
tear down the Morrison
downtown shoppers.
House, also owned by Wetsel.
According to Sullivan, the
t6 provide extra parking
parking authority is set up to
facilities.
determine parking policy. The
The house, built in 1820, is a
$80,000 made by revenue
registered
Virginia
and

national historic landmark on
the corner of North Liberty
and West Market streets.
Many citizens, including
members of the Rockingham
Historical Society,
were
concerned
that
if the
destruction buil:dings continues, the town will lose its
appeal and people will drift
into the suburbs.
."Harrisonburg will continue
to hold onto restaurants, the
law crowd, city government,
library, post office and lots of
junk and treasure shops."
Sullivan said. "I'm anxious to
see what's to come."

Revitalization
plans

V.ktltft.. k*...«.
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\.*\\*\ Seafood has moved out of Its downtown location to Captain Graham's

the 1370s

By MARTHA STEVENS
sorship of the beautification process
Downtown revitalizalion has been a
built two new parking decks in the
foremost objective of Harrisonburg
1970s.
residents since the mid-1970s, parThe Redevelopment and Housing
ticularly for the downtown Retail
Authority began an urban renewal
Merchants Association.
plan north of Court Square in 1976.
A 25-member citizens group, the
This marked the second major urban
Downtown Development Committee,
renewal project the city had unwas formed in 1974 to discuss
dertaken. During the early 1960s, the
downtown and a beautification plan.
northeast end of Harrisonburg unThe committee hired a consulting
derwent major renovation work. The
firm to research the downtown
heart of the slum area was "quickly
business area. Results showed the
rebuilt" to include Safeway, Roses
area had potential, but landscaping
and the Valley Plaza.
and other work would be necessary to
During
these
years
many
enhance it. The committee, having
suggestions were made to complete'
completed its work, was dismissed in
the revitalization of the downtown
1977
area.
The Retail Merchants Association
In 1976. the city began a project to
lodged complaints to the Harrisonconvert the Kavanaugh Hotel into
burg City Council in 1975 concerning
housing for low and moderate income
poor lighting downtown The council
families
allocated
funds
foe
lighting
During that same year, a proposed
renovations.
covered walkway between the
A five-member. . Parking , Conv
See DOWNTOWN, pagefi
mittee. tied in with council's spon-
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No resumes required

Nude models pose
By VALKKIK < VMM >
Nude models for the Art 350
drawing class pose so that
students can develop an individual sketch of "creative
images."
According to art instructor
Jerry Coulter, nude modeling
is an open campus and
community job.
A model earns $5 an hour
No
resumes
or
qualifications are required.
Confidentiality
is
not
guaranteed.
About 10 people, half male
and half female have applied
to pose.
Models from ages 18-45 have
posed this year from JMU and
the Harrisonburg community.
Coulter said.
"We don't want to make it a

big deal or exploit the
models." Coulter said. Both
the models and students have
a/"very professional attitude"
about the class, he added.
Only one person in the class
refused to sketch nude figures
because of religous reasons,
emitter said.
Art 350 student Valerie
Spiva said she was "very
nervous and embarrased"
while sketching her first nude
model. The class is a
challenge because it is difficult to perfectly sketch bone
structures and curves, but
each session gets easier, she
said.
Spiva added that models
seem relaxed, and they
converse with students during
the five to ten minute breaks.

•Downtown
(Continued from page 5)
Harrisonburg parking deck
and Court Square would be
constructed before Christmas.
It was considered to be a top
priority in the downtown
renewal plan, according to a
1976 Daily News-Record article City Manager Marvin
Milam said the city's bid of
$50,000 was turned down by
Bridgewater College, which
leased the location, for the
purchase of the land for the
walkway.
Other plans for downtown
revitalization included closing
part of Main Street in the
Court Square area to through
traffic, but retaining some
traffic flow around the square.
This was to encourage
pedestrian shoppers.
Despite several attempts,
the move to make the Court
Square area into an enclosed
mall failed. It was noted that
Harrisonburg
downtown
stores, unlike those in the
Charlottesvi lie mall, only had
front delivery entrances. This
would have meant a traffic
diversion, probably to Mason
Street, would be necessary to
accommodate the merchants,
according to the city planner's
office.
With
this
suggestion
eliminated.
the
council
became impatient with the

progress
of
downtown
development in 1976. and
voted to spend its next
revenue-sharing check on
Court Square improvements.
Authorization was given to the
Harrisonburg Electric Co. to
spend $10,000 for brighter
downtown street lights. Then
$90,000 of revenue-sharing
money was used to purchase
land and widen sidewalks on
the north and south sides of
Court Square
Several days after council's
decision. Howard Kelley
became the city's first
downtown^ development
director. A "workable plan"
was needed to retain the
downtown businesses and the
incoming tax money from
them.
A mini-mall, consisting of
specialty shops located in the
old J.C. Penney store, was
opened in 1976 and became
known as Court Square
Village. It was hoped the
variety and convenience of
these stores would boost
downtown business.
Plans
for
downtown
revitalization continue to be
discussed as the Valley Mall,
which opened in
1977,
challenges downtown
business.

Wiffie J. Johnson Bhiegrass Band
Friday, Oct 9 &00 pm

A Special Aummwmttd
tja* *u miki (ft mil fa Kent y»t* Sfcsb
b bit fa t%*\imki cfttfecfcftn t\
DttcfRtt fttUMt. Tka ftUKeutfc
* fafc t| etitftttfteft »ttk e»g sWMafcttUg.

Blajew

Skill*

Sfob

Oetcgm %um

Suit*
Du*m

hmab
Suteafett
h* fai ftft«rfu*9 bpttUl
i* Mi fceafly art Strtttk.

We mitt gtoe a 20 lOttcM*i en
any pnutae dwtUq (fee week
t| Ocbfcet 12-17

The Fashion Authority For Staunton
And The Shenandoah Valley

7 South New Street
Downtown Staunton

Saturday Night
the 10th
940 pm

Ttfcphm- 886-9181

tmxi

-or<

DAVID HOTT
in a special
Featuring:
*oh performance
David Holt on guitar A vocals
EM Michael on fiddle
Paul The Banjo Pickm' Fool* Schiminger on Banjo

Harrisonburg's
Finest Restaurant SL Lounge
We are now featuring
on Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday

HAPPY HOUR
PRICES ALL NIGHT
SI Court Square

Owned A Operated by JoAnne Johnston A Richard Frye

434-3664

J
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is accepting
applications
for
editorial editor
Send applications to Chris Kouba. The
Bree/e. Wine-Price Building. Writing samples
are desired.
Call Chris Kouba at 6127 to have questions
answered.
Deadline for applications is noon. Monday.
Oct 12
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CLEP minimum credit score
raised from 47J&J5 percent
By GKEG HENDERSON
The minimum score needed
to receive credit for the
College Level Examination
Program at James Madison
University will increase from
47 to 85 percent next summer,
according to Dr. Elizabeth
Finlayson. director of student
orientation and academic
advising
The decision was made
earlier this month in response
to changes in CLEP. The tests
are a national program of
credit by examination.
The percentile score on a
CLEP exam reflects how a
student did compared to
students who passed a related
college level course with a C
grade. The level of acceptance
is "up to the institution"

Finlayson said.
Achieving a score in the 47th
percentile has traditionally
meant a scaled score of "just
under 500." Finlayson said.
CLEP tests have recently
become more difficult and the
47th percentile now falls
somewhere in "about the 420
range in scaled score." she
said.
"We had to make a decision
whether to stick to just under
son i in scaled score) or drop."
Finlayson said. "Our feeling
was we should stick to the
same scaled score, which
raised the percentile score to
65." In this way the scaled
score needed for credit
remains in the C grade level,
she said.
The scaled credit score will

not change markedly except
for the objective portion of the
English 101 exam, which will
rise from 488 to 540. "That's
probably because it was not as
difficult a test." Finlayson
said.
Students who consider
taking a CLEP test are asked
to evaluate their chances of
passing. Finlayson said. "It's
a self-selection process at the
top end." she said.
No student is refused the
right to take the exam, she
noted.
Of those JMU students who
pass the CLEP test most
receive scaled scores in the
500 to 600 level.
"I don't think the change
will make an iota of difference"
for
students.
Finlayson said. She added
that of 218 CLEP tests passed
• at JMU this summer only 16
would not have passed on the
new scale.
The new grading scale is to
the advantage of the student.
Finlayson said. "Our records
have shown that unless a
student scores in a certain
level he will not be prepared
for the upper level courses.
We want tobe sure they can be
successful in the next level."
she said.
CLEP tests are available in
six general, and over 30
specific subject areas, with
three to six credit points
awarded depending on the
test. Credits received go on
the student's academic record
but will not affect his or her
grade
point
average.
Finlayson said.
The majority of CLEP tests
at JMU are given at orientation to incoming freshmen,
but the tests are available to
all students. A student can
receive credit in an area
where he has had no prior
college level course work.
Finlayson said.
CLEP tests are administered monthly. JMU is t
one of about 25 CLEP test
centers in Virginia. The cost
of the test is $22 Students
can register for the test at the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center.
Finlayson said.
Sample CLEP tests are
available for review at the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center or may
be purchased at the bookstore
for $1. she said.

To our Brides we offer
as a Courtesy
Discount of 20 percent
on Bridal Gowns selected 1
from in-store collection
We also feature an
Outstanding collection
of Formal Gowns

r.) Court Square
Downtown Harrisonburg"
434-805.1
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CAMPUS DELIVERY

Tho PurpU Building On Tho Court Squaro
2 North Main St.. Harrfsonburg
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m..
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mostor Chargo and Visa

Bruce Kaufman 433-5484
BobNicol 433-5406
Al Cobb 433-5467
Off Campus Delivery:
Olson Davis 833-4381

9eaNft & CftidA
31-38 WoiU

yM»MMMM«M>M»«»»M««M»M»»«»«M«W««»*»W««

$13.99

HAIR8TYLING

54S. Main Street
Downtown near theatre

Safe wfo Oct. 10

SPEClaALSf
Tues. & W ed.
Thurs.
"Wet Day"

Ik Bedu Sdeb

PERMS
$2
(Rag.fw«tM|
HAIRCUTS

1

(Rt0.fl)

The public has

|COLORING*FROSTING*MANICURING
WAXING - FACIALS
Elaine Shenk » Cheryl Senger

CALLW460Q

• :^iiMii«ra« mMt ru

\

Bull be put behind bars.

\44*««**»»*»«*»****»***********»»»» 0 0 044044++

WERNER'S
L '■>

Party Package Store
915 South High St._
434-6895
lOld Milwaukee
12-12
Id Milwaukee
box
lull Malt Liquor 12-12
Schlitz Prem.
"Go for Schlitz"

!>*)

3.8
1.8
3.9
2.0

SP*

ICE FREE 10 lb. BAG
ON ALL Party Pac FREE ICE|
KEG ROOM SPECIALS
[M ill & Light-Bull Malt Liquor|
'Schlitz Prem. 15 gal. kegs 25.95
JMilkShen-Pride
gal. jug 2.09
Eggs extralarge fresh 1 doz.,89
(Oraqge juice 100%
1 qt. .991
Apple cider fresh gal. jug 1.79]
|Apples 4 lb. bag 4-selections .69]
Apples fancy - loose pack
Check our display of other
alcohol beverages legal age 21
to purchase • imports & domesticl

■u
It's (he riohl time
S< hlity Malt U'|ui "
disttnctfvetasti <>\ ihi
nottryScnW Ma

to make flu- break from beer to Bull Because now
' '<P ^nd anyone who's tried Ihc smooth,
Bull can testif) to its many arresting qualities. So why
i on tap. V\e' re sure of what the verdictwill he.

"\

Don't Say Beer, Say Bull On Tap!
DOD DISTRIBUTING
* rtrrww***e+e+>

r*0999*9*9Pt*

'

am ».

•'•'•
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••
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********* \5>\M$\1WI§ *********
Get Acquainted Offer
Sunday Only
! -•****+**+**** 9-5 **************
BrinA the coupon for one free cycle

IT/S3

"^ar

0»W

£~i

Cycle

Behind East Market Etx6n At Hie
Corner Of Wolf e Street ^

JLEu?2*£JL?S!WL—.a2- 4
RECORD FAIR
SAT OCT 17 »am-5pm
SI N OCT 18 f> noon-5 pm
Green Valley Auction Barn- 2 miles
east of I HI Kvit lii Signs posted.

super price!

209

THE*
TISH AND CHICKEN
DINNER

Our largest & best selection ot
records ever. Over 10.000 45s.
LPs. H-tracks. cassettes & 78s.
Rock, country, classical, jazz,
soul, childrens. easy listening,
religious, soundtracks.
Christmas, new. used, out of
print etc. etc. We have bought
2 large collections one heavy
on easy listening and the other
all rock. We also bought a
large warehouse stock of LPs.
H-tracks & cassettes with a lot
of good jazz LP's. (Benson.
James, etc.) plus soul. rock.

etc Our prices are guaranted
the best anywhere. Example:
George Benson "Spaced" LP
JU..W. "Double Kiss
Platinum" 2 cassette set
i new i $2.00. This is only a
sample of our great prices. If
you like music of any kind you
can't afford to miss the
Record Fair If you have
records in good condition you
no longer play, bring them
along, we buy & trade. For
information call 433-4260. Jeff
& Bev Evans - owners

Yoifl can't cook this meal the wav that
Arthur Trencher's can. )

MEN'S AND LADIES' MOUNTAIN PARKAS

Offer good
while supplies last.

If colder weather and tower thermostat settings are going to leave
you cold this season, better stop at Alfred Ney's to see their full
selection of quality Woolrich clothing. From classic Woolrich
wool shirts to high-performance Woolrich insulated parkas,
Alfred Neys has what it takes to keep you nice and warm through
the worst winter weather.

108 Years of Progress

N ArthurTreachetS,
SEAFOOD
88 CARLTON ST., HARRI30NBURG
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 AM-9 PM, Fri. & Sat. 11AM-10 PM

Major Credit Cards Accepted

IK****

ri</"T

mm

- «>...
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SURFS UPH AT

OcMe* S»eciA

■ST

*!U» ♦6.50 e«k*
v

I

Ktfcu!-»«t| at
Tfct

SMRMK

51 Cml Sjttu

484-9469

BREAK OUT THE SUNLAMPS IT'S TIME FOR JJH.'S 2 nd

H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.
Representing

BEACH PARTY!!!!

Locally

Free Hawaiian Tropic Suntan Lotion
Free Hawaiian Leu
Beach Music With BUly A Tim
.50 Cover Donated To M.S.
Ugly Bartender Contest"

,....»««

Since 1967
Phone • 828-3373
"Ensure When You Insure »>

ATTENTION
SORORITIES 4
FRATERNITIES
we

-^^••'VMU

FULL SERVICE FLOWER SHOP
FRESH FLOWERS^DAHCES# PARTIES
«»VB A

CORSAGES, B0UTONNIERES,
ARRANGEMENTS, CUT FLOWERS
10* OFF WITH JMU I.D.
Ms/St,

CkwICLxTjSOVAC 3UN.IZS

——#—»—»»——«»»#«—»#»#»»## »»#**—»»——»

*®

SHETLANDER
BY

CRAZY
HORSE
K

CREW NECK
SWEATERS

$18.99!

STRIPES &
FAIRISLES

$28.99

COUNTRY

CASUALS

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
next to A&P
9:30 - 9:00
Mon.-Fri.
9:30 - 6:00,

Party Starts 8:30 October 10 Saturday

* MIDWAY* |
* MARKET *

157 Warsaw Ave.
434-7948
Thursday • Sunday
Bud 12 pk. 4.39
Bud (bottles) 2.19
Buschl.99
Moosehead 3.19
M olson 2.99
Michelob2.59
Old Mill 12 pk. reg. & light 3.79
Bull 12 pk. 4.09
Lite 12 pk. 4.49
Pielsi.59
Mickeys 1.89
Bud bar bottles (24) 7.99
Nat. Boh bar bottles (24) 5.19

Old Mill 1-4 keg 15.95
Michelob 1-4 keg 21.79
Old Mill 1-2 keg reg & light 25.95
Busch 1-2 keg 28.95
Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Sunkist 1.89
Cheese curls 3-4 lb. 1.39
Pepsi 6-12 oz. cans 1.89
Pretzels 4 lb. box 3.89
Chips 7 oz. .89
Potato chip 3 lb. box 3.99 ice JQ 15 90
Cigarettes carton 4.89
Cookies 2-1.00
yC
^

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL MIDNIGHT ^
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WE RE MORE THAN A
<*! NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. .

IXTH VMl KM.
TABLE TIAMS

(< M

The intramural table tennis sic/n up
d'Mcllinn is Oct 22. 17 p m at the IM

^ulaIi'W»**'*,''"''K*0d

,1cro

"

,tonv

WORLD FOOD HAY.

>THE<
I

ANNOUNCEM ENTS

"read for the world .will have a
mpet.no Oct S at 4 p m in Room 3,
. Jarkson Hall Act on your concern for
hunary people
Address questions fo
Cinnie at S9SS or P 0 2704

Specializing in fine food and excellent service.?

Foran>odiime,THE PUB
k the spot for you!

/!

Auditions for the play. Welcome to
Andromeda, wilt be held Oct 14 15, 7 9
p m in Room D. WCC The performance
dates are Nov U Is, H p m For more
information call 131 4101

KAPPA DELTA PI
Applications
for
membership
to
Kappa Delta Pi can be picked up from
'he KDP bulletin board on first floor of
the Education buildinq next to room
113) or by contactinq Tana Wright. 434
1741. P O 3742 All applications are due
bv Oct 21

BIOLOGY SEMINAR

DPMA

A bioloqy seminar featuring Or Ar
nold
Krochmal. economic botanist,
I) s DA
adjunct professor at North
Carolina State University, will be held
Oct llatipm in Burruss 301 His topic
will be "The Forest Understory as a
Renewable
Resource
for
Man's
Benefit " Refreshments will be at 3{a)5
p m

heated in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
entsr across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

The Data Processing Management
Association will have a regular business
meeting on Oct 14 in Harrison Annex B4
at«|rj3fl p m Any outstanding dues and
forms wrfl be due at this meeting

WORK PROGRAM

WRITING LAB

i

Don to ItaMcrfa beer ever chaafe?
Ves Al beers have changed over Ihe
years. One example b Schttz.Two years
ago a master brewer named Frank
SeJanger canie. lo Schttz He came to be
president And lo brew a Schatt that was
smoother than any other beer lasle thai
beer for youisefl" Because taste a what« s
al about

'

,»'

Wei fcHaat ■■■ T» nw MaaaajT
Maybe beer tastes so good because
you're really tasting each sip more than
once Rrst. the every, refreshrng character
ofbecr comes from the aroma and.
flavor of the hops Next, as you
swallow, you sense the richness- the body-ihal barky
malt adds Briefly, the flnrsh.
Now thr balance oflasles
becomes clear. No one taste
should Intrude on your total
beer enjoyment

The AAUP Chapter meeting will be
Oct 12. 3 5 p m in Room D. WCC Betty
Frankle Kirschner. associate secretary
of the National AAUP Conference, and
associate professor of sociology at Kent
State University, will speak on "AAUP
and the Crisis in Higher Education " All
faculty are invited Please call Carolyn
Myers. 4240 or Leila Christenbury, 4455,
if you would like lo have lunch with
Betty Kirschner on Oct 12

HISTORICAL SOllKTY_

Boar do Schliu. Badwetaar
and aimer rnmfun ea taete?
That's lor you to deade.Simply rale
each beer from 1 to 10 on the flavor
characteristics below When you're
finished, try to guess the brands by name
Very very Hew people can do this.

Tras lest requires a berxabldThais
so your eyes wont Influence your mouth
Because lasle is al thai counts-in (his
lesl.andmaberr Here's how the lesl
vwrks Vou pour Schm. Bud and Mafct
Into identical glasses Have a Mend label
them 1.2 and 3 and switch them around
Now. laste The one you pick may not be
your beet but us the beer with the lasle
you want
See? Vou can t lose.

AAUP

WAYLAND

Ifvou think yott could pkk
your beer with your eyes closed,
here^yottr chance.

Al three major premium brers arc
drstmctry diflrrent In lasle After al. they're
made by deferent brewers using different
ngnrdlenls and defcrenl brewing
processes SUH.lt lakes a pretty educated
loi ifue In lei them apart

Would you like to spend your spring
semester in Florida If so, find out about
the
work
experience
program
especially sophomores and juniors)
offered by Walt Disney Co of Orlando,
Fla A Walt Disney representative will
qive a presentation Oct 14, 3 4;30p m in
Room C WCC

The university writing lab offers individualized help to students working on
papers or reports, studying for essay
exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to
take 'he GRE, 1.SAT or GMAT For
further information, call Mrs Hoskins
at 4ini or stop by Sheldon 309. M F, v
a m 3 p m

#——-»-

STl DENT RETREAT.
The Virginia Conference of the United
Methodist
Church
will
sponsor
a
weekend retreat lor students and younq
adults at Camp Hanover near Richmond
Oct 30 Nov 1 The overall theme will be
"Facing the Future with Faith" and will
teature Or James Logan, professor at
Wesley
Theological
Seminary
In
Washington. DC Workshops will also be
held nn
"The Community of Faith
Facing
the
Future,"
"Global
Awareness "
"Faith and Decisions,"
"Facing
Reality Transitions''
and
Conflict and Relationships " Cost is $35
with 'ransDOftation leaving the Wesley
roundatioJ^Bort
30
Registration
deadline tVpec' '4. so contact i.eura
Ouass or Rev John Copenhaver at the
Wesley Foundation as soon as possible if
you want lo attend

PLAY Al DITIONS

I

Ma-.sos will be held on campus,
Saturdays at Sp m in Room D, WCC and
Sundays lf".30 am and 12 p m in the
ballroom WCC Upcominq event- '
next
week
include
Ihe
Chrlsti
Children's Fund meetinq Oct IV at
p m in Room J, Jackson Hall T...
Faculty wine and cheese party on Oct
14 t;30 4;3n p m at ihe Emmus House
nn I iberty street Students are invited to
attend

The Wayland Historical Society will
hnld its next meetinq Oct 14 at 7 pm. in
lackson Hall, Room 1A This is an im
portant meetinq, so please try to attend
II any questiorktyconlact Janice Tribett

JMC SERVICE CO-OP
JCETTES

CP*P
LKCTI/KK

The JMU JCettes are sponsoring a
I ock in Oct 23 24 Proceeds will go to
Camp Va J.C, a camp for the mentally
retarded Anyone is invited to help

Attend
"Finding
a
Science
or
Technical Job" lecture on career options
for the life, physical, mathematics and
computer sciences majors on Oct. 8. 7 J
p m in 101 Miller Auditorium Decisions
on when to QO to graduate school, work
environments, entry level lobs and
identification of employers will be
discussed

BLOOD SIGN-UP
Sign up lo qive blood at Rockingham
Memorial Hospital this week in the
WCC

rn*pMMarat..

WORKSHOP

to
9
8
7
I
5
4
3
2
1

{

f!
!»

1i

I

'I
■

ENERGY TASK FORfE

Attend the workshop. "Getting Your
Act Toqether" on Oct 17. 2-3 p.m. Tlte
first pan of this workshop will cover
writinq a iob objective, filling out the
placement file and effective iob hunting
methods The second part will focus on
the on campus interview p-ocedure
Sion up in advance at the CPAP office

The Energy Coalition Task Force
Forum wilt be at Price-Rotary Senior
Citizen Center at 9130 a m. Oct. 15. Help
Increase awareness of important energy
issues that face Virginians.

PACE
PACE a newly formed organization
in Harrisonburg to help handicapped
infants and their parents, is having a
Toy Shower Oct 25. 3$ p.m. Chios or
individuals who wish to donate toys are
encouraged to do so Come to the Co-op
office for suggestions

WORKSHOP

!

*i

"twl ■«■

I i »i i! J

iuwba*lonaachica*ifcoinllolO
W»W
tot ■ „
nr«
Baa. a .I
Bearl 3»„ i—
vtnJ

<B>day .*

Attend "Interviewing for Teaching
Positions" workshop on Oef. II. 1«457145 p m The session will include interview
preparation,
questions
frequently asked durinq interviews, post
interview follow up,
and an open
rlisriiss'nn period Sign up in advance at
'he rpflp office"

YOLl'NTEERS
volunteers are needed to visit Western
state Hospital A qroup leaves Thursday
niqhls at s:»s p m at the Godwin bubble
All are invited

N

y

FOOD BANK

A food bank is being started In
Staunton to provide food to worthy
agencies Money or other services are
necessary
For
more
information,,
contact the Service Co op office near,
the P O lobby) or call 4413. or write Box
1.31

SeHUK
Go for it f
0 MM ScMOi tV—ir>fj Comp.

434-2282

Apprentice
Shelley
Great Cuts

DOD DISTRIBUTING
VERONA, VA

\fflM'M'^

268 Newman Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA

Only $5.00
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-winning actress to open <e°r*es
By BRYAN POWELL
this year's Fine Arts Series will be launched
Monday. October 12 with the appearance of
actress Phyllis Newman. Newman will be
performing an original musical comedy. The
Madwoman of Central Park West.
Newman won a Tony Award in 1962 as Best
Supporting Actress in a Musical for her role in
Subways are for Sleeping. In addition, she has
appeared on Broadway in such shows as First
Impressions. Moon Birds, The Prisoner of
Second Avenue, and the revival of On The
Town.
*
HER FILM career includes Picnic. The
Vagabond King and Sidney Lumet's Bye, Bye
Braverman. Her television appearances include dramatic roles on The Wild. Wild West
and CBS Playhouse, as well as guest spots on
talk shows like The Tonight Show, Merv Ciriffin
and The Mike Douglas Show.
The script for her JMU show was written by
Newman and director Arthur Laurents, who
wrote the scripts for the musicals West Side
Story. Gypsy. Do I Hear a Waltz? and

Hallelujah Baby. In addition. Laurents wrote
the films The Way We Were and The Turning
Point
NEWMAN BEGAN IN show business at age
four as a protege of singer Belle Baker, whose
style she imitated. As she grew older she
mastered a number of impersonations, and
came tobe a popular performer in the Northeast
At eleven, she "retired,'" only to
become involved in performing again, this
time through studying drama at Columbia
University in New York City.
Her nightclub career began at the Shamrock
Hilton in Houston, and progressed to betterknown locations like the Coconut Grove in Los
Angeles and the Persian Room at the Plaza
Hotel in New York. Her cabaret act debuted in
1977.

THE MADWOMAN OF CENTRAL PARK
EAST is a two-act show and will include eleven
songs, written by Peter Allen, Leonard Bernstein. Newman and her husband Adolph Green,
among others. The Wilson Hall performance
begins at 8 p.m.

InSide

1

•

'

NEWMAN

appear

Wilson Hall on Oct. 12.

cArts C8L People

Webb:

The multi-faceted man
the playwright
twice a week throughout the summer
to perform the work for incoming
freshmen at their orientation. And
Jim Hayhurst, a former JMU student,
directed the play at Robinson High
School in Fairfax, Virginia. "Kids at
that age really liked it a lot," he said,
"Juniors and seniors are all dealing
with it; they're all wondering, 'My
God. what is college all about?.' "
According to Hayhurst, Webb's
writing is quick-paced and witty,
"The play is one-liner after oneliner." His students performed the
play in both regional and state'
competitions and received a standing
ovation for their final performance.
The name of Webb's next play will
Rabbits. It will be performed in
Wampier during spring semester. It
explores perception and whether
observations, actions and feelings are
private or public.

By LORI BETH REUBUSH
Charles Webb is a man confused by
his own talents.
Expectations, which will be shown
this weekend in Wampier Experimental Theatre, is the work of
this James Madison University
senior.
Tall and stocky, Webb's first
college-related decision was when he
had to choose between coming to JMU
and studying film or theater or attending George Mason University in
Fairfax. He wanted to box.
But an eye injury and the possibility
of permanent damage changed his
mind. He says now he was glad to
have an excuse. "Fortunately I was
forced to quit: it's kind of a relief in a
way." That brought him to JMU.
NEW DECISION: theatre or film.
"I was going to major in film," he
remembered.- After he became involved in the larger theater department, he stayed. But he has worked on
a few silent three-minute films.
Three to be exact. The first, of
course, was about boxers. Titled The
Big Fight, it was about two very
different
fighters
and
their
preparations for the battle. It ended
as a slap-stick farce. The second two
were The Farcial Art and The Return
of The Farcial Arte. They were a twopart spy-vs.-spy parody of Kung-Fu
movies.
But he ended out in theater. And
Expectations is not the first play he
has written and directed. His first,
Someone I Can Talk To, was performed in Wampier in December 1980.
Someone I Can Talk To is about a
college student. The main character
is portrayed by two actors—one is the
outer actions of the character and the
other is the inner conscience and its
turmoil. The author explains: "The
main theme of the play is the facade
and the other, the inside." The" conflict is between being honest or being
socially acceptable.
Webb traveled to Harrisonburg

1

BUT WEBB'S DECISIONS are not
over yet. For theater is not the only
performing he is accustomed to. He
also does stand-up comedy and
worked at The Comedy Cafe in
Washington D.C. this past summer.
He mainly cracks on behavior and
social interaction. He says most
young comedians fall into the trap of
telUw rfjgty jokes and says it's "a copout, a crutch: I find it a challenge to be
funny and clean."
So. what will he decide? "If you can
choose one thing and be satisfied with
it and give it your total concentration,
it will be a success." Webb believes.
But he has not managed to do that yet.
He says all his talents are like fingers
on the same hand. It seems he cannot
choose which ones to cut off.
EXPECTATIONS will be shown
Oct. 8.9 and 10 at 8 p.m. Admission is
$1.50. Roger Hall, a JMU theater
professor said. "I think it's going to
surprise everyone's expectations."
Hayhurst said: "I figure anything
Charles did was going to have a twist
in it." And that it does.
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discs!
Grateful rSaydt .
OeodSef'
By CARL MCCOLMAN
n tJ^r sixteen-year history, the
Grateful Dead has released an astonishing
total of seven live albums, all of which are
multiple disc sets. Of course, this many is
understandable, coming from a band
whose reputation and enduring success
rests on its concert performances
Head Set is the latest of these albums
Along with Reckonong dive album
number six, released earlier this year)
Head Set is comprised of materiai
recorded at a series of Grateful Dead
0 1
New York and San
r*!
? »,u
last ?fall.
Whereas Reckoning isFransisco
a collection of acoustic songs. Dead Set features
the electric side of the Grateful Dead

The band has a distinctive sound
Compared to most popular music, the
Dead's music is refreshing in that it
combines laid back percussion, rhythm
guitar and keyboards with truly excellent
lead guitar. With all the boring and
redundant guitar work coming from the
heavy metal and new wave camps these
days, the music of the Dead is like a haven.
If nothing else. Jerry Garcia's guitar
playing is interesting.
Garcia shines on Dead Set. The finest,
most consistent element of the album is his
disciplined, gorgeous lead guitar. Like a
mellow whiskey, his playing is smooth
with a kick. Unlike guitarists such as
Craig Chaquico or Tom Scholz, Garcia
knows how to display his talent without
beingvflashy-with the result being some
exceptional music.
The other members of the band, like
Garcia, concentrate on well-tempered
playing that leads to a unified sound.
There are no superstars in the Grateful
Dead Each member plays to complement
..the band, not to draw attention onto
himself. Of course, various members take
the spotlight at different times.
BOB WEIR'S RHYTHM guitar is
featured in "Franklin's Tower" and
"Greatest Story Ever Told," while
keyboardist Brent Mydland highlights
"Feel Like A Stranger." The percussion
team of Billy Kreutzmann and Mickey
Hart shines in "Fire On the Mountain."
But it is Jerry Garcia's playing in songs
like "Samson and Delilah," "Friend of the
Devil." and "Loser" that makes this
album outstanding.
Dead Set does have its weak moments
The biggest fault with Reckoning is
Garcia's uncertain vocals: this problem
appears on Dead Set in such songs as
"Candyman" and "Deal." In fact.
"Candyman" is almost ruined by the weak
vocals.
The worst tracks on the album are
"Rhythm Devils" and "Space." Both are
displays of overindulgence. "Rhythm
Devils" is a drum duet (or duel?) between
Hart and Kreutzmann: in "Space," the
percussionists team up with Mydland and
bassist Phil Lesh to make a two and a half
minutes of weird sounds reminiscent of
early Pink Floyd. Although such pseudojamming works in concert, it certainly
does not work on an album. Considering
the Dead's legendary talent at jamming, it
is a mystery as to how these two tracks
were allowed to be released.

Nonetheless, the faults of Dead Set are
overshadowed by its merits. Songs like
New Minglewood Blues." "Franklin's
Tower "and "Brokedown Palace" are all
beautiful and well-played. "Loser" and
Fire on the Mountain" emerge as two
truly outstanding tracks. On "Loser"
Garcia's voice is surprisingly strong,
while the guitarwork is superb as usual
Fire on the Mountain" is driven home bv
an intricate, fascinating rhythm. Both
songs are solid and unified, showing the
Grateful Dead at their best.
Dead Set is a must for Deadbeads, but
even those individuals who have never
heard "Casey Jones" or "Truckin"'
should find this album enjoyable It is a
fine introduction to an excellent band.

Albert Collins
Trazen Alive'
By BRYAN POWELL
Have you ever left a bar or concert after
seeing a really powerful performer, then
gone and bought some of his albums and
they turn out to be about as tough as wet
noodles?
Albert Collins' new album, Frozen
Alive!, on Alligator Records, is a live
album which fully captures the feel and
flavor of a dynamic craftsman at work in
his element.
Collins, the 1980 W.C. Handy Award
winner as Bluesman of the Vear, is, in the
words of Cashbox magazine, "the most
consistently stimulating blues guitarist
out there " Musician magazine has called
him "the most powerful blues guitarist in
the world." Indeed. Frozen Alive' offers a
mighty tempting case.
Recorded during a four-night stand at
the Union Bar in Minneapolis with a 24track mobile studio, the LP includes a
number of blues standards and well-known
cover songs. Among them is "Caldonia "
the classic Louis Jordan shuffle which has
been recorded by Gatemouth Brown and
by Omar and the Howlers, among others
Collins reshapes this track into a guitar
showcase. ■
"Got A Mind To Travel" is an old Jimmy
Rushing tune that the Nighthawks have
done: "Things I Used To Do" is a slow
blues tune that has been done by just about
everybody,
but Guitar Slim made it known
initially/1'——

SitorMfct
The Madisonians, James Maaia«. w~.«rt!i*fr»~
jazzier CHORAL GROUP will be perfonnhu
tonight at Valley Mall. The show beginVatTp.m
Expectation^a play written by a JMU senior,
will be performed in WAMPLER EXPERIMKNTAL THEATRE beginning tonight
Show time is 8 p.m. Admission is $1.50. The show
See a
12 a
cwE" Webb
IlJWforSunday
*icle on
Charles
more Jdetails.W

George Wolfe, a JMU instructor of music, will be rivine a
l^lL^,RF:C1TiL toULght in ** Anthony-Sei^r Ca^us"
School Auditorium He will be performing a recital on the alto and
soprano saxaphone. A piano, marimba and microcomputer also
will be used. The show begins at8 p.m. Admission is free

From 6 to 9 p.m Friday night, WMRA will be havine a
winetestmg event at Ingleside Inn, U.S. 11. in StaunL 5&h
SSI*. 2Va."?e and * at the door and mfly be purchasedTt
WMRA and at Leggett Department Store in ValleV l&Sli
funds will go toward the reading service for the blind

A MIDNIGHT MOVIE will be shown in Grafton^tovaU Theatre
A l i0n 0r ,,The Kids
cllSn'?
Alright,"
The Who's
second flick, willSube f
$1.25/for students and^
$1.75
for others.

„!'™eo Cowbovs °y Susan Felter" is showing in THE NEW
IMAGE GALLERY in Zirkle House at983 Main Sfreet. It is recent
color photographs of American rodeos. Gallery hours are noon to
4pm Monday through Thursday and 2 to 4 p.m. on Sundays
Admission is free. The show will be running through Oct 22

^ T??£?V students are showing their work in The ARTWORKS
2A^uERY In Zirk,e House on Main street "Mixed Media
Exhibition-Lanny Hodges and Don Bccht" will be showing
through Oct. 15. Hodges is displaying his ceramics and Becht is
showing photography. Admission is free. Gallery hours are noon
to 4 p.m. Monday through Thursday- and 2 to 4 p.m. on Sundays

COLLINS' ORIGINAL material is even
better. "Frosty" is an instrumental romp
that Albert wrote in 1962. It sets the mood
for the entire LP.
"I Got That Feeling" and "Cold Cuts"
slide into high-stepping, funky grooves
that make an excellent counterpoint for
Collins' guitar lines. On the latter track
bassist Johnny Gayden takes off on "a
Calypso-type bass run that shows off both
his style and sense of humor.
The only cut on the album which is
tiresome is "Angel of Mercy," a laid-back
Albert King blues song which Collins
extends to over eight minutes. It simply
gets monotonous after a while.

Overall, Frozen Alive! does an excellent
job of vinylizing the Albert Collins live
performance. There Is a tonality and
fluidity in Collins' guitar style such that he
can solo extensively without sounding selfindulgent. In addition, the bass tracks on
the LP are recorded just high enough in
the mix so that the listener can feel them
instead of simply hearing them And that
makes all the difference.

Jim Corr and Friends, a traditional and contemporary folk
music trio, wili be performing in THE CENTER ATTIC tonight.
Corr is a native of Northern Ireland and plays his original Irish
music which he has named Paddygrass. Accompanying him will
be Bob Hutchinson and John Mattingley. The group blends threepart harmonies with the fiddle, banjo, autoharp, dulcimer, guitar,
mandolin and bass. The show will begin at 8 p.m.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

I

UPB
Activities
Line
(24 Hixir..O«vll

y

JULIAN BOND

JIM CORR & FRIENDS

Georgia State Senator

O

A spokesman for politics
at the human level.

€ 3
Q °

i!

October 13
8:00 pm

O o

£*

G-S
THEATRE

o'

October 8
8:00 pm
WCC Ballroom
Jim Corr, Irish folk musician, has
delighted audiences with traditional
and contemporary folk music for over
twenty years Do the Irish Jig to Paddygrass!!

FREE !!

MAYNARD FERGUSON

I)KEOU>
TIMES

8:00 pm October 17 Wilson Hall
$5.50 General Admission
Tickets go on sale Monday

MIDNIGHT MOVIE

FROM RASTAR
C IIWCOIUMII* P>CIUW€S iNOu5T*i» IMC

October 9, 10 7:30, 10:00
G-S Theatre

JMU
Homecoming Revue
November 4, 1981
Applications are Now
Being Accepted in the

October 9
G-S Theatre

UPB office
October 16 - Deadline
Open to any group or individual
interested in performing
fe^ii^CC'^PCCft^iWv^^^jiCv^^^^£:SC^^$!feSi;^SiW;^^
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Sports

.IMt' students need to pick up football
tickets for home games. For more
information see box on page 16.

Upset
Bombers, 73-70;
k with 29 points

t-nolo by Ddvid L

j>.i>........

RALLYING IN THE SECOND half. Hanson overcame a :»4-2» deficit to
post a stunning 73-70 title-game win over the defending intramural
champion Bombers.

By KATHY KOROLKOFF
In a thrilling upset, Hanson Hall
defeated the defending champion Bombers 73—70 in the men's intramural
basketball championship Wednesday.
What began as a match-up of the
remaining two teams, quickly developed
into a battle between David Via of Hanson
and the Bombers' Johnny Wright.
The two senior captains guarded each
other and played virtually the entire
game.
Via contributed 29 points and led his
team with exceptional playmaking.
Wright scored 26 and rarely missed a
shot.
"Via is a great player," said Wright.
"He's an exceptional shooter and very
quick."
Via described Wright as a "tough
competitor" and said, "He ran me to
death. But everyone played together and
we concentrated on team ball."
The game was played under regulation
rules, unlike games played during the
regular season in which the clock was
stopped for fouls only in the final two
minutes of the game.
A crowd of about 150 watched the
Bombers take command of the first half
via superior passing and the rebounding

strength of Kurt Taves.
With two minutes left in the half and the
Bombers leading by one, Wright hit one of
several long jumpers that he made, to
increase the Bombers lead.
Hanson responded with a basket when
Frank Marvin hit a lay-up after receiving
a pass from guard Reggie Hayes.
But the Bombers stormed back and
scored two straight buckets to take a 34-29
halftime lead as Bob Marentette hit a tipin with 15 seconds left.
While the Bombers played man-to-man
the entire game, the Hanson squad used a
two-three zone throughout the first half.
But Hanson switched to a man-to-man
defense in the second half, a tactic that
proved costly for the Bombers.
' 'They were tearing up our zone from the
outside with their shooting," said Hanson
coach T.J. Read. "We didn't think they
could run with us so we switched to manto-man."
Hanson continued to build momentum
scoring the first four points of the second
half to pull within one.
In a one-and-a-half minute span. Via
connected on two lay-ups, two foul shots,
and a jumper for eight points to give
Hanson a 42-37 lead.
See HANSON, page 17

Teams with opposite philosophies meet
By RICHARD AMACHER
This weekend's meeting between James Madison
University (1-3), and C.W. Post University (3-1),
offers a unique comparison of football philosophies.
Five years ago both schools seemed to be on a
parallel course.
Since that time JMU has steadily pushed ahead,
while C.W. Post has taken its time.

One obvious strategy is the wide open offense the
Pioneers use.
"They run the Wing-T which is a popular offense
up in that area (northeastern)," McMillin said. "It
is basically the same type of offense that Lehigh
used against us last year."
the Dukes lost to Lehigh, a Division I-AA power,
31-14 last season.
"It is a three-back attack that has a lot of motion
and shifting," Colbert explained.

Dukes

After posting a 3-0 start in 1976 the Dukes were
tied for first place in the Division III rankings with
C.W. Post. JMU proceded to lose its next two games
and finished the year 7-4.
'
#
The Pioneers won their first six, enroute to an 8-3
record and a playoff appearance, in which they lost
to Towson State University 14-11)1
Both schools have since made a step up from
Division III. but JMU's has been a more daring one.
While the Dukes are competing in their second
season at Division I-AA, C.W. Post is still hovering
at Division II.
The reason is a difference in philosophies.
C.W. Post's philosophy is similiar to the one its
second-year mentor Jim Colbert was taught in
college.
"I went to the University of Delaware and the
philosophy there was that you had to become the
best in the Division you were in before you moved
on to another." Colbert said.

Pioneers

said Colbert.
Two of C.W. Post's three victories this year came
against Division II opponents. The Pioneers did
record a 13-10 victory over Division I-AA Northeastern, but they suffered a 44-9 drubbing by
Delaware was consistent with the goals it set and
Springfield.
has since moved to Division I-AA.
The reason JMU chose to by-pass Division II and
But Colbert does not think C.W. Post has
advance to the top is the national recognition it is
established that it is the best Division II team, thus
receiving and will receive from competing at
it has chose not to advance.
Division I-AA.
In contrast. JMU never proved itself to.be the best
"At the Division I-AA level, our coaching staff
at the Division II level. It has proved to be comand our players can realistically shoot for being
petitive against Division I-AA schools and superior
among the best in the nation," said coach Challace
to the Division II schools it has played.
McMillin.
"I wouldn't want to have played the schedule they
On Saturday, division levels will be put aside and
, i4MW MVA Jfc> .4^exy..cpmpetUive.scJiedule.V. , individualcoachjng philosophies will surface, , . ..
»■■■»..
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Commenting on the use of it. Colbert said, "We
use it, but just barely. We've been very ineffecient
the last couple of weeks."
Leading C.W. Post's attack is freshman quarterback Tom Erhardt, who has completed 33 of 62
passes for 497 yards and one touchdown in four
games.
Erhardt's two favorite targets are seniors Tom
Debona and Tom Capone. Debona, a split end, leads
the team in receptions with 17 for 254 yards and two
touchdowns. Capone has caught 12 passes for 222
yards and one touchdown.
"Tom is a very good quarterback," Colbert said.
"But we'd like to give him a little more protection
so we can keep him alive."
While the Pioneers' are averaging almost 202
yards per game passing, their ground game has
been almost non-existent averaging a dismal 87.5
yards per game.
Colbert thinks his offense will have a hard time
with JMU's wide-tackle-six defensive alignment.
"From an offensive viewpoint it is a bear to handle." he said.
JMU's offensive personnel worries Colbert as
well. "They have some very skilled receivers and
running backs that are a threat any time they touch
the football," Colbert said. "What concerns me the
most is the possibilty of them breaking the big
*+*f*l4*0
*/
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Offense still sputtering
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Cavaliers humble Dukes, 4-0
t»

B% DWNV KIN NEC. AN
Paul Polonsky staked the University of Virginia to an early 2-0
lead and then added a third goal at the start of the second half as
the Cavaliers defeated James Madison University 4-0 here
Wednesday
The win gave Virginia sole possession of first place in the
Western Division of the Virginia Intercollegiate League with a 2-0
record. 5-2-1 overall. JMU dropped to 1-1 in the V1L and 2-2-1
overall
Virginia was in control of the game from the start. The
Cavaliers' Voga Wallace had two excellent shots in the early
going, one of which hit the post.
Virginia's defense was also in top form and got consistent play
from Wallace and freshman Dan Doyle. JMU was not able to
penetrate the IH yard penalty area and did not have a shot on goal
during the first 20 minutes of action.
Doyle carried the ball up field throughout the first half with no
opposition. After one JMU run. Doyle took the ball up field and
dropped it into the Dukes' penalty area. After some confusion,
Polonsky shot the ball from under the body of JMU defender Alan
Carlquist and past twisting goalkeeper Jim Edwards for the only
score Virginia would need.
"We all attack." said Virginia coach Bruce Arena, referring to
the play of Doyle and Wallace.
Another thing Virginia did was play the strong wind extremely
well. Playing into the wind in the first half, the Cavaliers put the
ball in the air in front of the JMU net and the wind held it in play.
"You have to adapt to the condition of the day." said Arena.
The strategy payed off at the 22:34 mark of the first half when
Virginia back Dave Dickey lofted the ball in front of the Dukes'
net. Brian Vernon then volleyed the ball off his head to Polonsky,
who headed it past Edwards.
Polonsky s second goal seemed to wake the Dukes up. JMU
began playing with more intensity and put together four scoring
opportunities at the end of the first half. But Scott Stewart missed
wide right and Jeff Brown hit the right post on the Dukes' two best
chances
It was the missed chances that JMU soccer coach Bob Vanderwarker termed the key to the game. "The two early goals hurt
us bad. but if we had been able to score before half, and we had
the chances, we would have been back in the game."
JMU continued to play with intensity at the start of the second
half, setting up two scoring opportunities.
But the Dukes' Billy Brunner was just wide on a shot and JMU
failed to capitilize on an open net.
While the Dukes continued to miss. Virginia applied pressure
when on offense. .
Seven minutes into the second half. Polonsky took a pass from
Dickey and boke behind the JMU defense. Polonsky then easily
beat a helpless Edwards, who had 10 saves, to put the Cavaliers
ahead 3-0.
"We had some poor marking today, we knew Polonsky was
dangerous," admitted Vanderwarker. "But I don't want to make
excuses, we were beaten by a better team."

*">

KATHY HOI.LERAN. .l.MLs
top seeded player, .yon her
singles match 2-1 in a losing
effort against the University
of Richmond. The 5-4 loss was
the second consecutive for the
Duchesses and dropped their
record to ?»-2 on the year.

Photo by Ye Naqaya

BILLY BRUNNER. (number 12). battles a Virginia defender in Wednesday's contest with the
Cavaliers. Rrunner was one of several Dukes, who failed to capitilize on a chance to score, in JMU's
l-o loss.

Face captures cress country title
By STEVE LOCKARD
On Monday over 70 runners
turned out for the 1981 intramural
cross
country
championships.
According to Intramural
Director George Toliver, the
meet was held on a new 2.65
mile course. "We used the
new course because it was
shorter and much simpler,"

stated Toliver. "Overall I am
very pleased. We had a real
good turnout and everyone
ran well."
Fifty-eight runners participated in the men's division
in which Dan Mangan won the
individual title, while FACE
took the university crown.
FACE tied White Hall, but
won the championship by
virtue of a tie breaking
procedure. White Hall, which
won
the
Championship
division, was followed by
Theta Chi and Pi Kappa Phi in
the university standings.
Mangan. a freshman from
Hagerstown Maryland,
finished the course in 12:26.
Mangan ran for the White Hall
team and was coming off a
ligament injury suffered last

week.
"I thought the competition
was very good." said Mangan.
who ran four years of varsity
cross country in high school.
In the women's division.
Alpha Sigma Alpha edged out
Alpha Sigma Tau for the
University
Chamiponship.
Converse Hall won the
championship division.
ASA was led by Denise
Goodsite. a senior from
Springfield Virginia, who
finished second overall. Sandy
Cox and Susan Gabram made
up the rest of the ASA squad.
The individual title went to
Keg Good with a time of 17:25.
Finishing right behind Good
and Goodsite were Patty
Power. Tracy Sandel and
Debbie Axtell.

Student football
tickets available
Athle tic department release

Stadium sections 3-7 have been reserved for full-time
James Madison University students for home football
games.
Students will be required to present a valid I.D. to
the ticket takers to gain admission to the stadium.
Seating in the student section will be on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Special seating arrangements will apply to the
Parents' Day game on Oct. 17 against Furman
University so that JMU students may sit with their
parents
All seats will be reserved. Students will receive their
own reserved tickets at no charge by presenting their
ID at the Athletic Ticket Office in Godwin Hall during
the week of October 5-9.
At that time, students may buy tickets for their
parents for seats next to their own at six dollars per
ticket Parents may also pay for their tickets through
the mail by using a form they will receive, but the
tickets must he picked up by the student in order to
have seats-,together

m
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Duche$§es lose
to Virginia, 32
liv STKVK NORTH
Wednesday afternoon, the University of
Virginia
used their experience *" "~*1jgM/s»
-ifej*
out a 3-2 overtime win over jame~s
Madison* University's women's field
hockey team.
"As a team, Virginia played very well,
hut they also have much more experience
than we do", said the Duchesses' coach
Dee McDonough.
Virginia's Patty McKenna knocked in
the winning goial at the 5:20 mark of the
overtime period. The goal had ended any
hopes of a JMU comeback.
Brenda Heck had temporarily put
Virginia's win on hold, as she scored the
tying goal with 4:30 remaining in the
game.
Gator Estes had given the Duchesses a
l-o lead at the 11:40 mark of the first half,
before Virginia's Mary Henry scored
twice to set the stage or Hecks' game tying
goal
"Psychologically, this is a big lift for
us", said McDonough. "I think today's
game shows that we can play with teams
such as Virginia.
"I'd rather loose to them now than in the
state competition (tournament)," McDonugh said.
Earlier in the week, the Duchesses had
raised their record to 4-2-3, by shutting out
Bridgewater College 4-0. In that game,
Terry Trader and Chris Bauer both scored
two goals each.
This weekend JMU travels to Columbus.
Ohio, for the Ohio State Inivitational.
McDonough is very optimistic about the
Duchesses' chances. "Virginia has beaten
some of the teams that we'll be playing so I
think that we have a good chance to do
well." McDonough said. "Hopefully we'll
come home with three wins."

m
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(Continued from page 15)
"We jumped ahead and realized that they weren't as
tough as everyone thought they were." said Read "They
got tired."
Hanson widened the margin to 11 points with 10:30
rema ining as Mooch Quinn scored four of his 13 points.
Following a technical foul on Hanson player Rhett Butler,
the Bombers seemed to recover their lost intensity. With
five minutes left in the game and Hanson leading 63-58
Wright hit a jump shot to narrow the gap to three.
The teams then traded baskets until the two-minute mark
when a three-point play by Bomber Marentette tied the
score at 67-67.

But the Hanson squad regained a three-point lead on a
lay-up by Via and a foul shot by Brent Showalter to make it
70-67.
With seven seconds left in the game, the Bomber's
Marentette scored from underneath, making it 71-70.
But Hanson could taste the upset victory and as it brought
the ball downcourt. Via was fouled by Marentette. He
connected on both foul shots, to clinch the victory.
Hanson coach Read summed up his championshp team's
attitude accurately in one sentence, "We wanted the
Bombers."

The Moose is Loose in Harrisonburg!
Head and Antlers
Above the Rest!

America's Fastest Growing Import!
—
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BLAND CO.. INC.

RT. 11 NORTH. P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 248 8131
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433-1834

Miller Circle

%KCIAL ftTUMNT »I%C«UN?

witMhhTad, SKATE for only '2.00
SKATES INCLUDED any Thursday
7:30-10:00 PM
e^lr«*11-81
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^Fiesta

^^

Oantiiut, Dukes!
FREE 20 oz. Cup

"rrZ

^MEXICAN RESTAURANT

with purchase of any large drink
Receive a Cavalier
20 oz. Sweetheart Cup
imprinted with the '81'82
James Madison University
Football Schedule.
And everytime you
bring the cup back to
Fiesta Cantina you will
receive a FREE Refill
with any additional
purchase $2.00 or more.

RIB EYE DINNER
includes entree, potato, Texas
toast (kail the salad you can eat
from our famous salad bar.

*3.99

coupon good for entire party
valid thro 11-1-81
m
•
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DUKES

1752 E. Market St. • 434-0550

I ca77 the ESCORT SERVICE
AXP 5698
Sunday-Thursday
9:00 pm - 12:00 pm
IKE 7461
Fri day-Saturday
10:00 pm -2:00 am
Sponsored by: Student Government
Association

something special
freeze personal and get >
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LOWEST GOLD PRICES
IN OVER TWO YEARS!
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gold Cotege Ring for much less money
than you would have paid last year at
this time. For more good news, we'l
see you on ring order day. Many
styles are available to choose from.
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$400-00,
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Watson's
Ladies Knee Socks
2 - 2.99

Save SO %

Stay Diy ...

Exquisite one-of-a-kind

reg. 1.79 pr. Solids, prints
and more in heavy knits,
terry lined - ast. colors

Jewelry

Rain Slickers
2.99
Ast. colon in solids and
stripes available in
Jewelry dept.

4.00 - 17.50
The Soft Shirt by Kennington
Whats up for Winter?

12 QQ
18.00.22.00 value
reg. 24.99
Long sleeve pullovers for him of soft, warm
80% Goosedown
flece. ast. styles
S—XL 20% other feathers

Entiie Stock:
Junior Sweaters
reg. to 15.00
Timely savings on wannversatile sweaters.
HURRY IN NOW WHILE SELECTION IS BEST
S-L

•■■

JUNIOR

Down Vests
19.99

++*

:*••*■■

>'&r
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For Sale
*■

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Classifieds
TECHNICS RECEIVER: 40
watts per channel selectors
include- AM KM. phono, aux..
ioudnes.s. tape monitor, fm
muting tiiude. main remote
speaker
control,
signal
strength window Component
is one year old and still in
great
condition.
Asking
$125 00 Call Bill at 434-7197

■•.->.

-*

YOUHAVEKTHW&THE
PEWON? SIERRACUJBBORGANUHATPETI- IZIN6APETMONPEI WN.THAP? MANUNGWATVSRE

\

MWAL-immm

WU A GREAT
/PEA, THADIUS!
H0UMAN15I6NATVRE5P0
THEYEXPECT

TDGtrry^i

^^LtflL%.

OVER A MILLION.
THEY'RE 60IN6 TO
PRESENT THE PETITION TO CONSRESS
ON GOOBER 19

i:

nm
I1JL7*?*V

^SQF"

FOR SALE: New Red Blazer
Moped. 200 miles 2 speed
automatic transmission. 125
mpg. no license, insurance,
helmet needed to get you
around campus and town at
300 mph
Local service
available 433-8233 after 6.
$525 00 Cost $800 new

(A,

AMILUON..UHY, THAT'S
INCREDIBLE! IFUE5TAR1
OUR OttHPETITION, I
UHAT
UONDBOFUECmGET
FOR*
ACCESSTD THEIR LIST..
!

W

4 ti' *>Vi . 1 .Li

sjVI/ >Z&^**~^"

TheSIERRACLUBHASBE6UN TW
A PETITION OWE CAIUN6T0R. MEAN,

mrsi&wiL.i PROPOSE

ACMUY

ME WIN THAT EFFORT ANP 60 POOR
< ^HOWASOLRCW TOOOIRTD

4(&&\l&&*mW! PBKElS

_,_
UHY.I
i£cnK MVEN7
NECUBE pwiHfij
SINCE
i \BROVNIES1

UMATF
THEYREIN
THEMUPDL5
OF DINNER*

WCAN
JEREMY*
mm
AMM60 %£' RJ6HT,PICK.
BACKLAIER, j£y!LL ITC0ULP6ET

^^L BE men-STICKY.

FOR SALE: Calvin Klein
jeans and C.K. black velvet
pants, sz. 12. excellent condition $25 each Call Liz 4330811 from 2-4:30.
OPTONICA TURNTABLE:
Direct drive. Adjustable legs
on wood base. Crushed marble
playing
control
surface,
minimal feedback vibration.
Strobe dual speed control.
Alloy anti-skid tone arm.
Acutrac cartridge. Spring
hinges attach weighted clear
plastic dust cover. This
handsome turntable is two
years old. Asking $150.00 Call
Bill at 434-7197

OORMESSAGEUOHDBE THATUIATTS
PPO-PEVEiamnm/SWEATENTHE

ammrnoMLs SUPPORTED w?m
AMERICANS. FOR THAT PEASON.UE'RE
r-^PEMAM>IN6HIS

IF THERE ARE NO
WAT ABM
OBJECTIONS, I mc M SWG,DKX
mm THE STREETS gEL, IM58&,
FIRST THIN6T0M0R- ^ RUBBER

UH..RUBBER
SOESMUP I
BE FINE,
JEREMY.

tMWFHEtW
INWTEAR6A6,
PONT acKrsHouLP
HAVE WEMEETBKK
ANY.I HERE*l

CAtfTQO.

FOR SALE: Optonica SA-5107
stereo receiver, am-fm radio,
digital readout. 25 watts
minimum rms per channel. 3
weeks old. must sell. Price
$199.00 Call 5780 Ask for Mike.
FALL
SPECIAL:
Personalized Sterling Silver
Ankle Bracelets engraved
with two initials on either
double-heart or plain bar.
Only $5.95. Indicate style and 2
initials. Send check or. mc
order to KARA JEWELS
Dept. J-101 PO Box 164
Seaford. NY 11783
BARGAIN HUNTERS: For
only $2.50. receive 4 items of
fashion jewelry with a total
retail value of $12.00 selected
from a collection of jewerly
which includes necklaces,
bracelets, earrings and pins.
Indicate pierced or clip
earring. Check or money
order KARA JEWELS Dept
J-101 PO BOX 164 Seaford. NY
11783

Help Wanted
PART TIME HELP WANTED:
ReceptionistVeterinary assistant. Hours:
Mon 3:30-7:30 p.m. Tues-Fri.
3:30-6:30 p.m. every other
Saturday
8:00-1:00
p.m.
Please send resume to: Valley
Veterinary Hospital Rt. 1 Box
14-H Harrisonburg. Va 22801.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summeryear round. Europe. S.
America. Australia. Asia. All
fields. $50O-$l2O0 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625
JOBS ON SHIPS: American.
Foreign
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX Dept
G-16 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.

Start on Campus

by Pat Buttcrf,PaulDoherty

gBUKfig

Lost
LOST: Blue orange down vest
late Friday night behind
Gifford. No questions asked.
Jay 5446. Box 737. Gifford 233,

Wanted
WANTED: Ghostwriter for
adventure, sci-fi stories. Call
433-2169 after 7:00 p.m. Ask
for Donald E.O.E.
WANTED: A student to be
part of us. No experience
necessary. One requirement,
sincere desire to be part of the
servant body of Christ. Apply
at
Trinity
Presbyterian
Church 9:30 Sunday morning.
WANTED: Female room m ate
Two miles from JMU in <wo
bedroom trailer. Rent approximately $130 oo per month
all utilities included. Call 4332607 before 4 p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Nonsmoker. Squire Hill, 2
bedroom townhouse. Call Al
or Tom at 433-1328.

ROOMMATE WANTED: 2
bedroom townhouse apartment. $135 plus utilities.
Prefer upper classman or
grad. student. Call 434-4948.

TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience,
dissertations,
reports, theses, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
' page. Call Mrs. Price 879-9935.

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost Is about the same as a
«mtstar in a U.S. college: $2,889. Price includes jet round
{tsp to Seville from New York. room, board, and tuition
complete. Government grants and loans available for eligible
students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day,
four days a week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 semesters-taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span I. Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by
opportunities not available in a U.S. classroom. Standard
■zed tests show our students' language skills superior t
students completing two year programs in U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangemente. We
depart Jan. 31, and return June 1, 1982. FULLY ACCREDITED-A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian Collage)

CALL TOLL FREE for full information 1 -800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if toil fraa Una inoperative can 1416-942-2541 collect.)

...

^^

Services
Morbid Comics
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by Dave M cConnell^Scot t M cC lelland

VX.VXTKONK I \RR|\(, AND
PIN. Hot, rod Love bite
comes complete with a minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING.
Box
1007-A.
Warwick. R.I. 02888.
CUSTOM MATTING AND
FRAMING: Museum
mounting. French matting,
art and frame restoration.
Reasonable prices. Pickup
and delivery. 433-8766.
ATTENTION
SENIORS:
Need a Resume Photo? Photo
session will be held on Sun.
Oct. 25 from 3-6 p.m. in
Chandler G-17. $5 for a sheet
of 8 B&W prints. Call Betsy at
4620 for appointment.

Campus Quo

by Paul* Dubill3arb Schufelt

EXPERT TYPIST: Secretary
working on campus mornings
will do typing afternoons and
evenings, $1.00 per page, elite
type, paper included. Call 4337508 after 1:30 p.m.

Personals
DAVE SMITH AND FERNANDO: A very Happy Birthday to both of you with love
from all the Little Sisters of
Sigma Nu.
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA Would like to
congratulate their 1981 fall
pledge class. Go for it,
pledges!

Foster Dog

Lance Foster

SUE 2*'" KbU Dtzxt CMtife, X
CANT IXT You DRiyC bMb XI TOO
000 T,RBt

YoH.'oofr<>cwe^.

CONGRATULATIONS
LINDY AND MARK: I hope
you are always as happy as
you are today! I Love you
both!! Denise.
THE KING: Too bad ya had a
date Saturday. Maybe the
next time will be right for you
to attack me. How 'bout
tonight? DANA.
TO THE TWO SWEET GIRLS

— WHO ESCORTED AND SAT

WITH ME at Miller last Wed.
night. Thank you, may the
future bring love, happiness,
good health and a long life!
OLD FOLKS.
KNOW OF A FRIEND WHO'S
HOME ALONE? Then do him
a favor...Call 7486 for a ZTA
Tuck-In'
Reservations
starting Sun. Oct. 4 and every
night thereafter between 7-8
p.m. Service starts Oct. 5 and
runs M-Th. 10-12 p.m.
W.C.-We've figured our a
name for your next sheet, oops
We mean Sheepdog-Chevy!
Next question. Why does
popcorn explode into popcorn
instead of into nothingness?
See vou in D-hall. YOUR
PALS.
THE SISI*.KST*OF ALPHA
GAMMA
DELTA
congratulate president Lindy
Sumter on her engagement to
Mark
Vincenzes.
Also...congratulations to our
new plege, Carla Morris and
welcome back to Janice
Palmore!!
GEORGE: When's the dinner? Can't seem to get our act
together can we? Well, I think
you need some work on your
end How bout a long talk?
YOUR STEADY DATE TO
ESCORT
HOME
ON
THURSDAYS.
SLUSH LIPS* What a lush!
Those brownies were killers,
but the Exlax was smooth.
SETTLE
nnww

TO P & S SHANK I SLUMBER
SERVICES: This weekend
made up for the last one.
Arznova was a good start to a
great weekend. Yeah, Yeah,
Yeah. Sigma Kappa was great
<we think) but the chicken has
got to go. Good thing we
planned on leaving at 10:00 or
we'd still be standing in the
hall waiting for Phil (?).
Ridden any
motorcycles
through creeks lately. S.?
Watch out for killer dogs.
Loved the slippers, S. They're
two big now because B.F
stretched them. Now we can
use them as a muzzle forFiFi.
the killer dog. Happy B. day.
G. Thanks for the cottage and
the John. We will find the
snake, but it was great.
Missed ya. P 2 t's and J. P.S.
T & T 4fdays and 41 nights!
You did better than Noah and
his gang. T. HOYS DIZZY
DOZEN.
WHEN WAS THE LAST
TIME YOU HAD SOMEONE
READ GOLDILOCKS AND
THE THREE BEARS TO
YOU? Then ZTA's new tuck-in
service is for you or your
lonely friend. Call 7486
starting Sun. Oct. 4 between 7'8 p.m. for reservations.
Service starts Oct. 5, and runs
M-Th, 10-12 p.m.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
SHARI!! Have a groovy-keen
day! Love, Beverly.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JOHNNY! You may be gone,
but you're not forgotten.

RICHIE: Yeah, it was great.
Too bad you and Lisa spent
most of the time on the floor.
Anytime you wanna dance
down the middle of the road,
play hide and seek in
Wayland, and spend My
money, give me a call. FIRE
AND WATER CHAMPION
TO L.B. THE RA: You should
know after Friday night that
the best can't be improved.
Hope the double sleeping bag
kept the frostbite away. Did
you do much dancing in the
woods? Let's get together
more often if you can keep up
with us. And then there was
the time... Let's get a keg! P .S.
It's gonna be a good one!
T.HOY'S DIZZY DOZEN.
DO YOU WANT TO PLAY
DUNGEONS
AND
DRAGONS:
Experienced
player wishes to play one
night every week or every
other week. No experience
necessary.
Will
teach
beginners. Call 433-3744 ask
for Hugh leave name' and
number.
Keep
trying.
MARIA: What can I say?
Thank
you
for
being
eyerything to me-in so many
beautiful way.s—liove you.
Your Scumple.
HEY N.L.. I'm really sorry
about your lost slides. I think
whoever is responsible should
hang himself. Anyway let's
have some drinks at the usual
place tonight.YOUR VICIOUS
PHOTOGRAPHER.

Break-On-Tbru by Mark Logan

RLA:Thanks for your help
with the article.
Congratulations to you and
Teresa for becomming Little
Sisters of Sigma Pi.
To EGG: Do
me a favor, don't try to wake
me up in class anymore by
calling out my name. I was
sleeping peacefully... BARB

FAMILY: I really appreciate
you putting up with my constant presence. I hope I don't
inconvenience you in anyway.
If there is anything I can ever
do for you please ask!!
Someday you might get your
allowance if you are sweet. I
Love you all, DAD.

I
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Darwin
versus
Genesis
By LUKE ADAMS
A letter to the editor from the Jehovah Witnesses in the Sept. 28
issue of The Breeze brought to light one of the more insipid
arguments between science and religion.
The letter asks readers to make a defin ite choice between two
very narrow propositions: Either Darwin's theory of evolution is
fact or the fundamentalist interpretation of Genesis is fact.
Neither proposition appeals to me. 1 neither accept fundamentalist biblical interpretations nor scientific speculation as
concrete fact.
It is obvious to anyone who examines the situation
dispassionately that Darwin's theory is only a theory, and that
modern approaches to proving the fundamentalist theory of
creation are indeed scientific. While this may have some bearing
on school curriculum, it has little to do with choosing between the
two or with religion.

Guest spot

Movies out of focus
—

By TIM CUMMINGS
Movies at Grafton-Stovall consistently are
plagued with technical problems. More than
one film has suffered from rambling focus,
phantom curtain pullers and the notorious
"fuzz monsters."
Traditionally, the University Program
Board has been the scratching post for irate
movie-goers who are too impatient to endure a
brief splicing pause. Such a pause can damage
concentration, but it is no justification for
verbal attacks on the UPB.
On the other hand, those who saw Children of
Paradise Sunday night in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre could feel more than justified in
hurling a molotov cocktail through UPB's
door. The picture was an exceptionally long
feature, yet when the film ran out moments
before the conclusion, UPB employees either
did not have the remaining footage or simply
chose not to show it.
Anyone who had seen the movie previously
knew that the audience missed nothing of great
significance, but those seeing it for the first
time had no way of knowing how much footage
was left or what happened in those frames. The
unexpected abbreviation of Children of
Paradise certainly displeased viewers who had
never before seen it.
SUNDAY'S SNAFU is not the first instance
of a UPB movie ending prematurely. An interruption at the very beginning is equally
severe. The most recent case of this was
during the showing of The Tall Blond Man with
One Black Shoe on Sept. 20. During this movie,
the curtain repeatedly whisked over the screen
for at least five minutes, making the French
subtitles indistinguishable. The curtain is
operated entirely by mechanical means, so
UPB cannot be blamed. But they are at fault
for not rewinding the film and starting it from
the opening credits. That night's audience was
full of film buffs who would have preferred the
interruption .to, nyss,ipg. valuable, exposition..

UPB presentations also are marred often by
erratic focusing. When they get it right, why
can't they leave it alone? Granted, all movie
theaters have this problem from time to time,
but it is a frequent imposition on GraftonStovall patrons. Surely someone in the
projection booth has good eyesight.
Another problem, though not as recurrent as
the creeping curtain, is sound difficulties. If
the projectionists would take a minute
beforehand to set the sound level, the audience
would not have to bear the process during the
movie. Speaking of sound, something should
be done about the telephone in the projection
booth. The silent movie Battling Butler, which
was shown Sept. 13, was interrupted by several
phone calls. The phone either should be
removed or the bell be replaced with a flashing
light.
IN DEFENSE OF UPB, one should
remember the vast selection of quality movies
it provides. In a single week, UPB shows as
many as four different films chosen from
current favorites, foriegn features and golden
oldies. The Roth Theatres charge more than
twice the student price for a UPB movie. UPB
deserves praise for offering the Sunday movies
free.
Some mishaps are forgivable. The breaks
which seem to occur at least once every
Sunday night usually are beyond UPB control.
According to one UPB employee, old films
arrive with cellophane splices and are more
susceptible to breaks at the splice points.
Further, UPB uses splices of higher quality
which will hold almost as long as the life of the
film itself.
Students here are fortunate to have an
organization which provides so many entertaining and artistic films. UPB pays much
attention to choosing the film fare. It should
pay equal attention to eliminating the
technical problems which haunt GraftonStovall Theatre.
^_

Basically, whether or not man came out of a lump of clay or
evolved from one cell is irrelevant to the existence of God or the
validity of Scripture. Much to Darwin's chagrin, by using the
scientific method one has to arrive at the existence of the Diety as
the Ultimate Source, the Uncaused Cause (cf St. Augustine s
Summa).
,,
.„ '
..
Creation is presented in the Bible as a story, written for the
grasp of its original readers. The literary devices of the first three
chapters of Genesis are inconsequential, as long as the doctrines
they are conveying are clear.
For example, God brought an orderly universe out of
primordial choas. Man is presented as the climax of God's
creative activity; he resembles God because of the infusion of a
soul—a mirror of divinity. Angels (beings of another dimension)
interact between God and first humans chose to follow their own
devices rather than God's regulations, and tansfer their contrary
nature to all their offspring by heredity.
None of this essential dogma contradicts evolution. The soul
could have been infused when God was satisfied with the
evolution of the ape.
So, while creation and evolution are compatible, neither is
necessary for the faith.
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Readers' Foru
Chrysalis should settle for current funds
To the editor:
A couple of weeks ago. The
Breeze printed an article
which was. like many others,
a trifle disturbing. But since it
was closer to home for me
than most. I decided that after
three years of silent contempt,
it was time to offer a response.
The article objected to an
"unjust" cut in the budget of
James Madison Unviersity's
literary magazine. Chrysalis.
and complained that as a
result a decline in the
magazine's
quality
is
inevitable.
Now. if the author would be
so thoughtful as to define
Justice
and
Injustice,
struggling humanity would be
very much indebted. Not only
does he ignore such definition
(given the difficulty of the
task. I can't blame him), he
also does not bother to divulge
the circumstances of the
funding cut. thereby leaving
as to accept the fact on faith
that the reduction was unjust.
He apparently has endorsed
the modern fiction that money
and quality are synonymous.
If we look back to the Battle of
Trenton, we see that the
quality of a soldier is not to be
measured hv the

sophistocation
of
his
weaponry, nor by the polish of
his uniform, but by the spirit
with which
he
fights.
Likewise, literary magazines
like the Chrysalis should not
be judged by the quality of
their paper or by the amount
of trick photography they
contain. but of course, by their
quality of literature. To state
the matter another way,
"ground beef on a silver
platter is still ground beef."
You can type poetry on eight
by eleven and xerox it, but this
would eliminate the visual
arts: on second thought, no so
regretably after all. A good
portion of stuff couldn't get
printed in a fifth-rate pornography magazine (sound
and fury from the art
department).
A thirty-five millimeter
snapshot takes less than a
second to execute, and with a
few perverse manipulations,
the "artist" can manufacture
his work in a few hours or less.
A number of writers find it
particularly
disappointing,
not to mention revolting, to
see these ludicrous productions—abstractions
which
have floated down inarticulately from the unfathomable depths of their
creator's mental nebulaetaking up the space of two or
three sonnets, or a short story,
which may have taken
months, or even a year, in the
making
It is true, that a small
handful of the visual arts are
wothwhile (usually the work
that gets rejeted). but if they
are too expensive to print,
there is perhaps the chance
for consolation in the student
art displays, occasionally held
at the Sawhill Gallerv.

If I haven't beat a dead
horse enough, the most important problem remains to be
addressed—namely that of
Student Government
Association's
involvement.
The author asks for the double
standard of having the student
government make the difference in the budget without
giving it any powers of cen-

sorship (much as we might
shrink from the word, censorhsip cannot be avoided,
unless the staff prints all that
is submitted, or draws straws
to decide what does and does
not get published). The Breeze

by us to represent our interests in the allocation of
funds, and out of political
necessity, they are more
knowledgeable of our various
tastes than the staff of
Chrysalis is.

is lucky to have a free hand,
but the truth is that the SGA
members have been elected

Make no mistake—having
little appreciation for most
rock'n'roll lyrics. I would be.

the last to argue that the
literary preference of the
majority should dominate the
style and subject matter of the
publication
Economically
speaking, however. Chrysalis
must submit to SGA censorship, find a more agreeable
patron, or better yet, make do
with what they have.
Christopher Hoebeke

Letters
Send letters to the editor
to The Breeze, Wine-Price
Building. Typed, doublespaced
letters
are
preferred; all letters must
include the author's name,
address and telephone
number.

Alter style
of concerts
To the editor:
While getting into a friend's
car the night of the Blackfoot
concert. 20 obvious locals got
out of their trucks. These guys
were so much hell it was
embarassing. There was little
doubt that the concert was one
big headache for the campus
police.
After reading an article in
The Breeze concerning the
number of arrests made at the
concert, we believe that the
time has come for a change in
the type of concerts held in
Godwin Hall.
For some reason unknown
to me and my friends, the last
three or four major concerts
have been geared toward the
Harrisonburg audience. This
is hard to understand, since
$1R a semester are put toward
student activities, which include the University Program
Board. Are the Harrisonburg
residents paying some similar
fee that I am unaware, of? I
think not! The point is that we
students pay the price, and
deserve concerts that we want
to attend. Maybe more money
can be made by Harrisonburg
residents
buying
tickets
without a student ID. If this is
the reason there is something
drastically wrong.
Thirteen arrests at a concert on a college campus is
absurd. Perhaps this article
should have been written to
Jerry Weaver, head of the
I'PR. but I am sure he has
received enough flak for his
blunders.
I am asking the students of
James Madison University to
stand up for their rights and
insist on concerts that we
want, not what Harrisonburg
wants. We pay for it—we
deserve it.
Paul Mack

Philip Gouffon
and 15 others

Roommates:

k takes all types

By BARBARA TOTO

Well here we are, about six weeks into the
semester and trying to make it work—social
work. school work, and even home work. By
the way. how's your campus home life? Are
you getting along with your roommate? Are
you like Siamese twins or the odd couple?
Even after six weeks many of you probably
still are asking. "What type of roommate do I
have?" Here are a few catagories to help you
figure out exactly what you are living with
and how to straighten them out:

for a mid-term throw a punk party with your
friends.
The Bell System: At 2 a.m. your roommate
receives phone calls from her drunken
friends who want "to chat." She hangs up on
them politely yelling. "I'M SLEEPING."
When she tries to take the phone off the hook,
she realizes they haven't hung up yet.
Solution: Make a list of the friends who call
and anonymously return their calls at 6 a.m.
Sunday morning when you know they went to
TKE the night before
The I'suedo Considerate Roommate: This
The Mason-Dixon Roomies: When one
is the one that thinks she's always being roommate is from New York and the other is
considerate. "I bought you a bag of M&M's from No'th Carolina. The southern belle
when I went to A&P." Then you notice that decides to take the foreigner home. Then four
half the bag has been eaten as a result of her
hours into the trip, the belle tells the city girl
long return trip. Solution: When the roomher "Momma hates Yankees." Solution:
mate has a bad day tell him there is a nice
Wear an I Love New York T-shirt and brag
cold beer waiting for him in the refrigerator.
about winning the Civil War.
Then leave him the bottom film.
The Hard Luck Syndrome: One roommate
The Invisible Roommate: With this one you
decides he wants a good night's sleep, while
know you have a roommate because her pile
the other brings home "company" with no
of dirty laundry grows every morning. She is
intentions of sleeping. A tap on the shoulder is
the one that gives you an inferiority comgiven to sleeping beauty and Romeo says
plex-"! don't think she likes me." Then you
"Would you mind sleeping on the couch?".
find out later that she is a member of a cult.
Solution: Put a microphone in his mattress.
Solution: When she finally comes home, tell' . .The Early Bird Syndrome: One roommate
her that Dr.Carrier called an hour earlier and
gets up when the alarm clock rings, while the
wanted to see her immediately.
other has a seemingly endless "snooze button" set at ten-minute intervals. Solution: Set
up a fire siren to go off after the first ring.
The Inconsiderate Roommate: Comes in at
The Oscar Syndrome: When the slob comes
4 a.m.. turns his stereo up to 8.9, and makes a
home and asks "where did you get the new
long distance phone call. Solution: Anticipate
desk." and you tell him you cleaned it off.
his worst day of the week and then throw a
party.
This guy keeps old sandwiches under his bed.
Solution: Start a fire.
The Premature Motherhood Syndrome:
Felix Syndrome: His body is so clean that
The over-protective type—"You have been
you can see your reflection in Felix's skin.
gone so long. I was worried." Your reply, "I
This guy squeaks when he gets out of the
was in the shower." Solution: Pretend that
shower Solution: Fill his mattress with horse
you are dead and when she runs for help, take
manure.
a walk.
By now you should realize what type of
The Ruddy System: When you don't have
roommate you have. Remember these types
just one roommate. Her friends (all 14) move
when signups come around.
in. too Solution. The night she has to study
.
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